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Abstract6

Although high pressure promotes alloying between hydrogen and iron, it has been believed7

that H/Fe is limited to 1 in the close-packed alloys. We report a substantial increase in the H8

solubility for iron through stabilization of superstoichiometric close-packed alloys promoted by9

Ni and high temperature. We also observe Fe-H polyhydrides at temperatures over 2500 K at10

high pressures, stability of which has been unknown at temperatures relevant for the planetary11

interiors. Considering recent results, large storage of H in the planetary cores is possible from12
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H2-rich to even H2O-rich conditions. The H storage in the core can change the mass-radius13

relations where H has been assumed to de-gas to the atmosphere. Such H solubility and14

storage in the core are important to consider for understanding the “diluted core” of Jupiter, the15

“radius cliff” in the sub-Neptune exoplanets population, and massive exoplanets with very thin16

atmospheres.17
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Introduction18

Based on geochemical and geophysical evidence, Earth’s core is primarily composed of FeNi alloyed19

with a considerable amount of light elements to explain its observed density deficit1. Candidate20

elements are silicon, sulfur, oxygen, carbon and hydrogen2. Despite its dominance in planetary21

systems, the effects of hydrogen are not well understood relative to other light elements because of22

experimental challenges associated with its study at high pressure–temperature (P−T ) conditions.23

Thanks to recent technical advances3,4, and an evolving vision of the important role of hydrogen24

in the dynamics and compositions of the interiors of a wide range of planets5, the last decade has25

seen a surge in studies of the Fe-H system under high P−T conditions6–12. Some of these studies26

have documented the stability of face-centered cubic structured (fcc) FeHx at 10–137 GPa6,10,12.27

However, in these studies, it appears that molar H/Fe for the close-packed alloy (i.e., H solublity in28

fcc-FeHx) is limited to ≈1 (or x ≤ 1).29

Recently, a series of polyhydrides have been described in which H/Fe increases with increasing30

pressure: FeH2 at 67 GPa, FeH3 at 86 GPa, and FeH5 at ≥130 GPa7,8. This discovery sparked31

an interest in the domain of superconductivity, where highly hydrogenated compounds such as32

H3S and LaH10 have shown record high critical temperatures13,14. The results are also potentially33

important for the interiors of hydrogen-rich planets, such as gas giant planets and sub-Neptune34

exoplanets. Data from the Juno mission15 has stirred our conventional view of the internal structure35

of hydrogen-rich gas giants such as Jupiter, where instead of a sharp hydrogen-core interface,36

the gravitational data suggests a compositional gradient over a large depth range in the interior.37

However, the polyhydrides7,8 were all synthesized at temperatures much lower (500–1500 K) than38

those expected for planetary interiors (over a few thousand kelvins) and some theoretical studies39

still predict the close-packed structured Fe-H alloys as the most stable form up to 400 GPa16.40

In the magma ocean of a planet surrounded by a hydrogen-rich atmosphere (atm), Fe-H alloys41

would form under reducing conditions at low pressures17:42

Fe +
1
2

H2 (atm)→ FeH (core), (1)
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which would facilitate large hydrogen storage into the core. It has been believed that water-rich43

magma oceans would oxidize iron metal into iron oxides and release hydrogen to the atmosphere18:44

45

Fe + H2O (atm or magma)→ FeO (mantle) + H2 (atm). (2)

This reaction consumes metallic iron and converts it to a component incorporated into the mantle.46

Therefore, if occurs, the reaction would result in a reduction of the size of the metal core while the47

mantle becomes enriched with FeO. Even a coreless planet has been discussed as an end member48

case under extreme water-rich conditions18.49

However, recent high-pressure experiments have shown the formation of FeHx alloys when iron50

metal reacts with H2O, where:51

3Fe + H2O (atm or magma)→ 2FeH (core) + FeO (mantle) (3)

at 6–84 GPa19 and:52

4Fe + 2H2O (atm or magma)→ 3FeH (core) + FeOOH (mantle) (4)

at >78 GPa20. These reactions indicate that core formation would be inevitable, even under H2O53

rich conditions. These reactions also suggest that a large amount of hydrogen can efficiently be54

stored in the core and contributions from hydrogen outgassing to form an H-rich atmosphere would55

be limited to very low-pressure regimes.56

Earth’s core contains some Ni (5.5 wt.%,21) and Ni may affect the solubility of light elements57

in the core22. However, potential effects of Ni on the solubility of H in the core have seldom been58

studied and the existing data are limited to ≤15 GPa and 1673 K23. Here, we study the effect of Ni59

on the solubility of hydrogen in metallic iron formed at pressures and temperatures up to 77 GPa60

and 2790 K in the laser-heated diamond anvil cell (LHDAC). Our experimental results indicate that61

Ni and high temperatures stabilize the close-packed structured (in this case face-centered cubic, fcc)62
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phase over polyhydrides with direct H-to-H bonding, and promotes the solubility of H in fcc Fe63

beyond the level previously known6,10,12. A dramatic increase of H storage in the metallic core of a64

planet can alter the mass-radius relations for planets composed of hydrogen and metallic Fe because65

the H atoms would be much more densely packed at the pressures expected for such a core. It is66

therefore important to consider the consequences of Fe-H alloying for understanding the formation67

and the evolution of H-rich atmospheres of gas giant and sub-Neptune planets.68

Results and discussion69

In situ X-ray diffraction experiments70

We performed synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments for the Fe–H and the Fe–Ni–H sys-71

tems at 26–89 GPa and 1170–2840 K in laser-heated diamond-anvil cells. Important improvements72

made in this study include: (i) heating H-rich samples to temperatures sufficient for planetary appli-73

cations by taking advantage of pulsed laser heating3, and (ii) in-situ X-ray diffraction measurements74

during heating of H-rich samples to monitor chemical reactions4.75

At pressures below 30 GPa, our results for the Fe–H system are largely consistent with previous76

reports6,7,10,17: (i) formation of dhcp-FeH (dhcp: double hexagonal close packed) by compression of77

metallic Fe in a H medium at 300 K7,17, and (ii) formation of fcc-FeH upon heating to temperatures78

above 1160 K. At 66 GPa and 2140 K, dhcp-FeHx converts to tetragonal-FeH2 (space group:79

I4/mmm). At 89 GPa, our in situ diffraction patterns show that dhcp-FeHx converts to a tetragonal-80

FeH2 + cubic-FeH3 (space group: Pm3̄m) mixture at 1890 K. Upon further heating, however, the81

cubic phase disappears and the sample converts to single tetragonal-FeH2 at 2690 K (Fig. 1). These82

observations agree with previous reports on polyhydrides where the high-temperature stability of83

polyhydrides were inferred from XRD patterns measured after temperature quench from heating84

at ≤ 1500 K7. Here, we extend the temperature range and provide direct evidence for the stability85

of tetragonal-FeH2 up to 2470 K at 66 GPa and 2690 K at 89 GPa (Fig. 1A), and for FeH3 up to86

2540 K at 89 GPa. To our knowledge, this is the first direct evidence measured at in-situ high87
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temperatures for the relevance of polyhydrides to the interiors of hydrogen-rich planets. We also88

note the presence of fcc-FeH after temperature quench at 89 GPa, which is discussed below.89

While enabling heating of the samples in a H medium to very high temperatures, a pulse90

heating run involves with integration of thousands of short heating events3,4. Despite the difference91

in time duration and heating style, as discussed above, the phase behavior of the Fe-H system92

agrees well with those previously reported with different heating methods at the overlapping93

P−T ranges6,10,12. As previously documented, we found that the reaction between iron metal and94

hydrogen is spontaneous and therefore the kinetic effects are negligible. In fact, iron metal reacts95

with hydrogen even without heating in our experiments, also consistent with previous reports17.96

We conducted similar experiments for the Fe–Ni–H system. Before heating at 33 GPa, Fe-97

6.5(4)%Ni fully reacts with hydrogen to form a dhcp phase, similar to the behavior of the Fe–H98

system. However, unlike the Ni-free system, the fcc phase does not appear during heating, and99

dhcp-FeNiH remains stable up to 2790 K at this pressure. At 77 GPa and 1880 K, however, dhcp is100

converted to fcc and tetragonal-FeNiH2 phases, where fcc is the dominant phase. At 2720 K, the101

tetragonal-FeNiH2 phase disappears, with only the fcc phase present in the pattern (Figs 1A and B).102

These results clearly indicate the significant effects of Ni on stable crystal structures in the Fe–H103

system at high P−T .104

After laser heating at 33 GPa, the measured unit-cell volume of dhcp-FeNiH agrees with its105

Ni-free counterpart (dhcp-FeH) at the same pressure condition. We interpret that Ni does not106

significantly affect the unit-cell volume of the Fe-H alloy phase, similar to the case of Fe-Ni alloy107

with low Ni content24. The unit-cell volume of fcc-FeHx measured after synthesis at 26 GPa also108

agrees with previous reports at this pressure range6,10,12. We also found that the tetragonal-FeNiH2109

phase synthesized at 77 GPa has a similar unit-cell volume to that of tetragonal-FeH2
7 (the data110

will be reported elsewhere).111

Above 30 GPa, however, the unit-cell volumes of both fcc-FeHx and fcc-FeNiHx are greater than112

reported for fcc-FeHx
6,10,12, suggesting more H in the crystal structure (Fig. 2A and Table S1). In113

particular, both fcc-FeHx and fcc-FeNiHx synthesized above 70 GPa show larger unit-cell volumes114
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Fig. 1 | X-ray diffraction for fcc-FeHx and fcc-FeNiHx. (A) Patterns measured during heating:
bottom for the stability of tet-FeNiH2 and fcc-FeNiHx (red ticks) at 77 GPa and 1881±150 K; middle
for the full conversion from tet-FeNiH2 (tetragonal, I4/mmm, phase) to fcc-FeNiHx at 77 GPa
and 2718±150 K; and top for stability of tet-FeH2 (black ticks) at 89 GPa and 2692±150 K. (B)
Patterns measured at high pressures and 300 K. The d-spacings of the fcc-FeNiHx peak anomalously
decreases from 77 GPa to 67 GPa, followed by a “normal” gradual increase in d-spacing from 67
to 30 GPa and an abrupt shift to a lower d-spacing at 30 GPa. The d-spacings of the fcc-FeNiHx

experiences an abrupt shift to a lower d-spacing at 25–30 GPa. Below 25 GPa, the peak shifts show
expected behavior until the phase converts to bcc-Fe by H loss upon quenching to 1 bar. The inset
shows shifts of the 111fcc and 101bct peaks. X-ray diffraction wavelength was 0.3344 Å.
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by 10.5% and 15.4%, respectively. The pattern of fcc-FeNiHx at 77 GPa also shows some peak115

splitting and peak broadening (Fig. 1B), indicating either a distortion of the fcc structure (such116

as to a body-centered tetragonal structure, bct) or the existence of multiple fcc phases. Our DFT117

calculations (described further in the text) predict that some fcc-FeHx (in many cases with an118

antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering of Fe) could have such a distortion (Table S2).119

We conducted Rietveld refinements for three models: (i) a single fcc phase, (ii) a mixture of bct120

+ fcc and (iii) a mixture of two fcc phases (the broadening of the 111fcc peak indicates that single bct121

is unlikely because this peak does not show splitting in bct). Rietveld refinements indicate that the122

bct + fcc model yields the lowest Rwp value at 0.30% (Fig. S1). Such a distortion may result from a123

large amount of H in the crystal, as indicated by the unusually expanded unit cell. At 77 GPa, the124

bct phase is dominant with a phase fraction of 92% (Table S3). The second fcc phase also exhibits a125

unit-cell volume 11% larger than that found in previous reports for FeHx
6,10,12. Even if the peak126

splitting is ignored and the patterns are forced to fit a single fcc model (Fig. 2), the unit-cell volume127

remains much greater than previously reported6,10,12.128

An unusually large unit-cell volume also occurs for thermally quenched fcc-FeHx at 89 GPa129

without Ni. However, unlike the Ni-bearing case, we do not observe peak splitting and broadening,130

and the diffraction patterns are consistent with a single fcc phase. The corresponding fcc phase131

observed in the Ni-free sample at 89 GPa seems to have a similar unit-cell volume to that of the132

minor fcc phase observed in the Ni-bearing sample at 77 GPa considering the similar compressibility133

of these phases (inset in Fig. 2A). We note that our synthesis temperatures for fcc alloys are higher134

than those of previous reports6,7,10,12 by at least 800 K. Considering that H incorporation can135

increase the unit-cell volume of Fe metal and Ni has little effects on the unit-cell volume of Fe136

metal (particularly at low Ni content)24, we interpret that both Ni and high temperatures enhance H137

solubility in Fe metal synthesized in our experiments.138

The unit-cell volumes of FeNiHx and FeHx synthesized at 33 GPa and 77 GPa were measured139

during decompression (Fig. 2A; data are provided in Table S1). The measured unit-cell volume and140

compressional behavior of fcc-FeNiHx between 77 GPa and 67 GPa, is strikingly different from141
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what was reported at the same pressure conditions6,10,12. Upon decompression from the synthesis142

pressure (77 GPa) down to 70 GPa, we observed a steady decrease in the unit-cell volumes, which143

is the opposite to the expected behavior of crystalline solids under decompression, i.e., volume144

increase (insets in Fig. 1B and 2A). During decompression, the bct distortion also decreases whereas145

the fraction of fcc phase increases (Table S3). These anomalous compressional behavior can be146

best explained by the gradual loss of hydrogen for an unusually H-rich FeNi alloy (the bct phase)147

with decreasing pressure. At 67 GPa, peaks are sharper (Fig. 1B) and almost no peak splittings148

are observed, consistent with the existence of a single fcc phase. From 67 GPa down to 30 GPa,149

the unit-cell volume of the fcc phase remains anomalously high, but its decompression behavior150

appears to be normal. At 30 GPa, the dhcp phase appears in the diffraction patterns. At 25 GPa, the151

unit-cell volume of the fcc phase drops abruptly. From 25 GPa down to 4 GPa, we observe a gradual152

decrease in the unit-cell volumes of the fcc and dhcp phases the measured unit-cell volumes of the153

dhcp and fcc phases agree with those reported for the corresponding phases in the Fe–H system6,7.154

Density functional theory calculations for the hydrogen content155

How much hydrogen do the unusual volume-expanded fcc phases contain above 30 GPa? Because156

H escapes from iron metal alloys at 1 bar, quantification of hydrogen content from the recovered157

samples is not feasible in experiments. In a conventional 4-atom fcc cell, there are 8 tetrahedral and158

4 octahedral sites where H can be hosted (Fig. 2). Accordingly, H/Fe ratios can range anywhere159

from 0 up to 3. The incorporation of H into the interstitial sites leads to an expansion of the160

fcc structure and therefore an increase of its volume with respect to that of H-free fcc-Fe6,10,11.161

Therefore, previous experimental studies have estimated the H content of synthesized FeHx phases162

from the volume difference between fcc-FeHx and close-packed structured Fe metal, assuming that163

the volume expansion by H is proportional to the H content. Based on this method, existing reports164

have estimated H/Fe (or x) up to 1.1 for fcc-FeHx phases synthesized at high pressures6,11,12.165

However, this method comes with two sources of significant uncertainty on the estimated H166

content: (i) the volume expansion caused by hydrogen is not directly known for fcc-FeH and167
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2 highlight the arrangement of H atoms in a

tetrahedral motif which is considered for partial occupancy of H atoms in FeHT.
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most studies have used a value of 1.9 Å3 per H from fcc-(Fe0.65Mn0.29Ni0.09)H0.95 at 1 bar25, and168

(ii) there is no direct measurements of the equation of state (EOS) of fcc-Fe at 300 K because of169

its instability at 300 K at high pressures. Although the widely used volume expansion value can170

be supported by the fact that the measured values for other 3d transition metal hydrides in fcc171

structure are similar26, it is uncertain if it would remain constant at different pressures, temperatures,172

and compositions, as commonly assumed. Furthermore, it has been generally assumed that H173

preferentially exists in the octahedral sites. Recently, a neutron diffraction study up to 12 GPa11
174

suggested the possible existence of some H atoms in the tetrahedral sites of fcc-FeH. The study175

revised the volume expansion to a larger value of 2.22 Å3 per H. The new result introduces important176

additional questions: (i) would the volume expansion be the same for H in the tetrahedral sites and177

H in the octahedral sites? and (ii) can H enter different interstitial sites in response to changes in178

pressure and temperature?179

In an effort to develop a relationship between the volume expansion of a fcc-FeHx caused by H180

(and therefore its stoichiometry x) and the content of H, we performed a series of density functional181

theory (DFT) calculations. For simplification we did not include Ni. This simplification can be182

supported for the purpose of our DFT calculations in that Ni has little effects on the unit-cell volume183

of Fe metal phases if the concentration is low24, which is the case for our experiment. In the DFT184

models, we consider H/Fe ratios between 0 and 3 by using a range of different vacancy configurations185

(Fig. 2): H in octahedral sites (HO), in tetrahedral sites (HT) and with mixed occupancy (HOT or186

HTO with dominantly occupied octahedral or tetrahedral sites, respectively). We also consider the187

ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AM) magnetic ordering of Fe (Table S2).188

For H/Fe = 1, a model with all H atoms in octahedral sites (FM-FeHO-LP) has a lower free-189

energy than with all H in tetrahedral sites (FM-FeHT), suggesting that H preferentially enters the190

octahedral sites in a low-H regime. This result supports the view on H substitution in the close-191

packed structure of iron metal27. The magnetic moment of the FM-FeHO model decreases with192

increasing pressure, becoming zero at 34 GPa. Above 34 GPa, however, non-magnetic (NM) FeHO-193

HP becomes the lowest energy configuration. The FM-to-NM transition leads to a volume decrease194
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(Fig. 2). For FeHT, we assumed H in four corners of the cubic arrangement in a tetrahedral motif195

(Fig. 2). Such an arrangement results in cubic symmetry, which is consistent with our experimental196

results below 70 GPa. In reality, however, FeHT could have some degree of disordering in the197

tetrahedral vacancies at finite temperatures (i.e., T > 0 K), which could affect the energy. For H/Fe198

= 1.5, models with full octahedral occupancy and partial tetrahedral occupancy (FeHOT
1.5) yield lower199

energies than a model with all H in the tetrahedral sites (FeHT
1.5), consistent again with the notion200

that H atoms would fill the octahedral sites first.201

However, H/Fe = 2 models in which all eight tetrahedral sites are occupied (FeHT
2 ) possess a202

lower energy than models with fully occupied octahedral sites and partially occupied tetrahedral203

sites (FeHOT
2 ). This result suggests that tetrahedral occupancy is important for H-rich systems204

(x ≥ 2).205

In terms of values of the unit-cell volumes, the FM-FeHO-LP model with all H in the octahedral206

sites agrees well with our fcc-Fe(Ni)Hx experimental data below 30 GPa (Fig. 2A). The literature207

data6,10,12 are also in agreement with the unit-cell volume of the FM-FeHO models. Between 30 and208

70 GPa, our experimental data points systematically lie above the predicted unit-cell volumes of209

the most stable DFT models for FeH (i.e. FeHO). The DFT models showing agreement with our210

experimental data above 30–70 GPa are: FM-FeHT, FM-FeHOT
1.5, and FM-FeHTO

1.25. These models all211

involve tetrahedral occupancy of H and the largest unit-cell volume found for FeNiHx above 70 GPa212

is comparable to those of FeHT
1.5 and FeHOT

2 . The largest unit-cell volume observed for FeHx at213

89 GPa lies between those predicted for FeHTO
1.25 and cubic FeHOT

1.5.214

Although the good agreement in unit-cell volumes between experimentally observed ones and the215

DFT models for FeH (x = 1) below 30 GPa is encouraging, DFT commonly predicts systematically216

different unit-cell volumes from experiments. Also, our DFT does not consider disordering for H217

occupation in interstitial sites, which would result in uncertainties in the comparisons. The thermal218

expansion effect expected between 0 and 300 K is negligible (∼1%) when the configurational H219

effect dominates (see Text in Supplementary Information, Fig. S2, and Tables S4 and S5).220

An alternative approach to comparing experiments with DFT simulations is to focus on volume221
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differences (or relative volumes) induced by H instead of absolute volumes. Although similar222

strategies have been used in previous studies6,12 on an empirical basis, the present DFT-based223

approach exploits the fact that H volume expansion in fcc-Fe models is determined in an internally224

consistent way. However, an issue for experimental data in this approach is on the choice of a225

suitable reference system. Because fcc-Fe is not stable at 300 K and high pressure, here we use the226

well-established EOS of hcp-Fe28 (hcp: hexadonal close packed). We here assume that the volumes227

of both close-packed structures (fcc and hcp) are sufficiently similar for the comparison, which is228

reasonable in that the theoretical packing densities of hcp and fcc are the same.229

Similar to the absolute volume comparison above (Fig. 2A), our data below 30 GPa and the230

literature data6,10,12 fall within the FM-FeHO models, suggesting x≈1. At 30–70 GPa, experimental231

data points are slightly lower than those of the FM-FeHT model, again supporting the tetrahedral232

occupancy of H atoms in this pressure range. Finally, the largest volume expansion observed for233

FeNiHx at 77 GPa is closer to that of FM-FeHT
1.5, and the volume expansion for FeHx at 89 GPa is234

closer to that of FM-FeHTO
1.25. The results are, albeit on the lower end, in general agreement with the235

absolute unit-cell volume comparisons made above. Despite the aforementioned uncertainties, both236

comparisons support superstoichiometric (i.e. FeHx with x > 1) fcc phases above 70 GPa with the237

H/Fe ratio between 1.25 and 2 with significant H tetrahedral occupancy. In the 30–70 GPa range,238

H/Fe can be estimated between 1 and 1.5, again with significant H occupancy of tetrahedral sites.239

Comparing the experimental setup and composition from previous reports, we interpret that Ni240

and high-temperature heating in our study promote much higher H/Fe in the close-packed structured241

fcc phase. In particular, the temperatures achieved in this study are higher than temperatures from242

previous studies of fcc-FeHx
6,10,12 or iron polyhydrides7 and are hence more relevant to planetary243

interiors. Therefore, the large H solubility in densely packed Fe metal alloys observed here has244

important implications for planets.245
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Implications246

A thick hydrogen-dominant atmosphere would be in contact with silicates and metals at high P−T247

in the interiors of gas giants in the solar system and exoplanetary systems. In some sub-Neptune248

planets, such an environment would also exist albeit at lower pressures29,30. The high solubility249

of H in Fe-Ni dominant core-forming materials we report here, supports the large ingassing and250

storage of H into the cores of such planets. If a planet has a well differentiated interior with a251

silicate layer separating the metal of the core from the atmosphere, such metal-hydrogen reaction252

could be limited. A more likely scenario for an intense H-ingassing can be envisioned during253

planet formation, in which run-away accretion of H to the core during growth of a large planet254

would certainly provide sufficient pressures and temperatures for the reaction to occur31. Infalling255

core-forming materials to these types of planets with hydrogen atmospheres will experience high256

P−T conditions for such reaction32. A giant impact could also shatter a pre-existing core (at least257

partially) and disperse materials into the warm dense H-rich atmosphere33. These types of processes258

would enable hydrogen-metal reaction at high P−T and therefore extensive H-ingassing into the259

core.260

According to recent high-pressure experimental studies19,20, a large amount of FeH can form261

in oxidizing H2O-rich settings such as the interiors of Neptune-type planets and “waterworld”262

exoplanets (see reactions 3 and 4 above). Such a process can facilitate significant ingassing of H263

while oxidizing the silicate layer and limiting the outgassing of H to the atmosphere.264

We calculated mass-radius relations for H/Fe = 1, 2, 3, and 5 (corresponding to 1.8, 3.5, 5.1, and265

8.3 wt% H, respectively) considering two structural models of planets: (i) 2-layer planets with a266

pure metallic core surrounded by a pure H atmosphere, and (ii) single-layer planets where all the H267

is dissolved into the core (i.e., its composition can be accounted for by a single FeHx phase) (Fig. 3).268

Our experiments support up to H/Fe = 2 in close-packed iron metal with a significant amount of269

H in tetrahedral sites as well as octahedral sites. If both octahedral and tetrahedral sites are fully270

filled, up to H/Fe = 3 is possible, which should be investigated by future experiments at higher271

pressures. For H/Fe> 3, H-H bonding would occur, and our experiments show that Fe-polyhydrides,272
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FeH2 and FeH3, can be stabilized at sufficient high temperatures for planetary cores (Fig. 1A).273

We therefore used FeH5 polyhydride (the highest H/Fe known so far, assuming that it would be274

thermally stabilized at higher pressures) reported in8 for the calculation.275

The results show that storing H into the core leads to a large reduction in the radius of a planet276

(Fig. 3) with respect to a planet where H is completely outgassed to the atmosphere. For example,277

the radius of a 6MEarth planet with 5.1 wt% hydrogen (H/Fe = 3) would decrease by 35% if all H278

was stored in the core. This large change in volume is because H can be much more compressed279

and densely packed under large pressures in the crystal structure of iron metal than when H is a280

pure phase. Our mass-radius relations are calculated from isothermal EOSs at 0 and 300 K for Fe,281

FeHx and H2. Ignoring thermal effects would not significantly change the mass-radius relations of282

pure Fe and FeHx due to their small thermal expansion. However, because the thermal expansion of283

pure H is much greater, the radius of planets with separate H atmospheres would be much greater284

than predicted here at higher temperatures, particularly for hot Jupiter-type gas giants. Therefore,285

the reduction in radius by H storage in the core estimated here is a lower bound.286

There are currently no experimental data points on the solubility of hydrogen into iron beyond287

the pressures expected for the Earth and even there the data are limited. While some improvements288

have been reported34, such a limitation is not different from those associated with many other key289

phases that have been used in mass-radius plots. However, a DFT study has predicted that Fe290

would dissolve into H at the conditions relevant to the interior of gas giants like Jupiter (∼4 TPa291

and up to 20,000 K)35 and our experimental observations suggest that hydrogen solubility would292

continue increasing with pressure and temperature even in dense close-packed metal iron (such as293

fcc). Lithophile elements are also likely to exist in the interiors of large planets. DFT calculations294

have predicted a large solubility between lithophile elements (e.g., Mg and Si) and hydrogen36,37.295

Similar to what we found for FeHx, the mixed form is denser than pure hydrogen or a H-He mixture,296

and therefore similar radius effects may apply to those cases. The large H storage in the core of a297

gas giant can support the “diluted core” model proposed to explain the Juno data38 for Jupiter.298

For sub-Neptune exoplanets, dissolution of H in the magma ocean at sufficiently high pressure (in299
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Fig. 3 |Mass-radius relations of hydrogen-storing metal iron cores (the dark colored curves with
varying amount of H in wt%). The light colored curves are the mass-radius relations of pure metallic
iron with a separate outer envelope of hydrogen for the same amounts of H. The vertical arrows
show the radius decrease by storing H in the core for the same bulk compositions (green, teal, light
blue, and blue for H/Fe = 1, 2, 3, and 5, respectively). For comparison, the mass-radius relations
for metallic iron (Fe), bridgmanite (MgSiO3), ice (H2O), and hydrogen (H) are shown. They are
calculated for 300 K. The plot includes the mass and radius of some exoplanets. The gray circles
are for exoplanets from NASA exoplanet archive with uncertainties less than 20%.

this case approximately 9 GPa) was used to explain the observed sudden decrease in the population300

at R ≈ 3REarth, the “radius cliff”30. According to reactions 1, 3, and 4, Fe metal in the early magma301

ocean would react with H2 or H2O in the atmosphere (or even in the magma ocean) to form FeHx,302

provided the atmosphere-magma interface reaches sufficient pressures. It is of interest to know if303

the “radius cliff” is a representation of conditions where the interface pressure becomes high enough304

(because of a thick enough atmosphere) for significant Fe-H alloying to occur.305

Large exoplanets with unusually high densities such as Kepler-36b, NGTS-4b, and TOI-849b306

have been recently discovered and interpreted as the remnant cores of gas giants39–41. Several307

hypotheses have been proposed: (i) these planets once had a thicker atmosphere and suffered308

massive loss of their atmospheric H, or (ii) they were not able to accrete dense atmospheres either309

because of late formation or formation in a region of the protoplanetary disk devoid of gas41. Our310

study suggests the alternative possibility of H storage in the core. For example, the radius of Kepler-311
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36b can be explained by either a 2-layer model Fe-H planet with 1.8 wt% H bulk composition, or a312

single layer of a H-rich core (8.3% H) (Fig. 3). Although end-member cases, the example reveals313

that H storage in a core is a plausible explanation of the observation.314

TOI-849b and NGTS-4b require a thin atmosphere to explain their radii41. Although efficient315

packing would make FeHx much more dense than separate Fe and xH, the density of the H-bearing316

core would be less than that of a pure Fe core and the mass-radius relation approaches that of317

MgSiO3 bridgmanite as the bulk H content of the planet increases (Fig. 3). If the cores of TOI-849b318

and NGTS-4b contain large amounts of H, the amount of atmospheric H required for explaining319

their radius would be much smaller and would support the thin atmosphere idea. Could the thin320

atmospheres then form from H outgassing from the cores? Losing a once thick H atmosphere (likely321

through hydrodynamic escape), would decrease the pressure originally applied to the core and the322

solubility of H at shallow core depths would therefore be reduced, resulting in H outgassing of the323

shallow region. Of course, the compositions of the cores of these planets may be more complicated324

than pure FeH, and these cores may contain substantial amounts of lithophile elements, which325

would make them less dense and therefore further reduce the amount of atmospheric H required326

to explain their observed mass-radius relations. Additionally, H storage would be limited to the327

maximum H/Fe value of FeHx being stabilized at high pressures.328

In conclusion, our high-pressure experiments combined with DFT show that extensive storage329

of H in the core of large planets is plausible and therefore H storage in the deep interior should be330

considered in modeling planet formation and characterizing giant planets.331
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Materials and methods441

High-pressure and high-temperature synchrotron X-ray diffraction442

Two different starting materials were used: pure metallic iron (reagent grade powder from Alfa443

Aesar), and metallic Fe-6.5(4)%Ni. The Fe-6.5(4)%Ni alloy was synthesized by quenching the444

Fe-Ni liquid at 1973 K and 1 bar. The starting material of Fe-Ni mixture was contained in an445

Al2O3 ceramic crucible, which was first evacuated in a fused quartz tube by a high-vacuum system446

(turbo-molecular pump) prior to the introduction of a pressurized atmosphere of argon. The Fe-Ni447

mixture was then heated until fully molten up to 1973 K by a 50–200 kHz, 15 kW of induction448

heating unit1. We compressed the sample in the diamond anvil cell, with diamond culet sizes449

ranging between 200 and 150 µm to achieve pressures between 26 and 89 GPa. We drilled the450

sample chamber in a pre-compressed rhenium gasket, which we later coated with gold (≥80 Å in451

thickness) to prevent embrittlement by hydrogen during experiments2. We loaded the sample as452

a foil into the sample chamber, which was propped on both sides by pieces of the same material453

to avoid full contact with the anvils and provide better laser coupling during heating. We loaded454

a piece of ruby and a piece of gold for pressure measurement. These grains were loaded apart455

from the sample to avoid contamination during laser heating. Pressure was measured before and456

after laser-heating. Pure hydrogen gas was then loaded into the sample chamber using a loading457

system at Arizona State University. We acquired X-ray diffraction (XRD) paterns at in situ high458

pressure and high temperature in the laser-heated diamond-anvil cell at the 13-IDD beamline of the459

GSECARS sector of the Advanced Photon Source. A 3×4 µm2 monochromatic X-ray beam with460

energy of 30 keV or 37 keV was co-axially aligned with double-sided near-infrared laser-heating461

beam providing a 15×20 µm2 heating spot. We first compressed the sample to the target pressure at462

300 K. Pressure is measured using the equation of state of gold3. Laser-heating with pure hydrogen463

is challenging because high temperatures enhance its already high reactivity and high diffusion464

at high pressure making the diamond anvil and gaskets brittle, increasing the likelihood for anvil465

failure. However, we mitigate these problems using the gold coating of gaskets2 and a pulsed-laser466
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heating4 providing short heating durations 1 µs pulses). The laser pulse is synchronized with gated467

X-ray and temperature detectors to allow XRD acquisition at in situ high P−T 5. To obtain XRD468

patterns in sufficiently high quality, we generate a series of 105 pulses to a repetition rate of 10 kHz469

and accumulate the obtained diffraction patterns during heating. The temperature is calculated470

by fitting a Planck equation to the thermal radiation spectra collected on both sides of the DAC471

assuming a grey-body approximation. We collected 2D diffraction images using a Pilatus 1M472

CdTe detector. We used a LaB6 standard to calibrate and correct distortions and detector distance473

(∼200 mm) during integration from 2D images to 1D patterns in the Dioptas software6. We used474

the PeakPo software package7 for peak identification and unit-cell fitting. Rietveld refinements475

were performed on selected diffraction patterns for fcc-FeH in the general structure analysis system476

(GSAS-II)8.477

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations478

All spin-density functional calculations on the FeHx (x = 0∼3) systems were carried out using479

the VASP code9 and both the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) version of generalized gradient480

approximation (GGA) for exchange and correlation10 and the Ceperley-Alder (CA) version of481

local-density approximation (LDA)11. Core state were treated using the projector augmented482

wave (PAW)12 method in which H [1s1] and Fe [2p63d74s1] electrons were explicitly treated.483

Convergence was carefully tested for each system, and overall we found that a plane-wave basis484

with an energy cutoff of 500 eV in combination with 16×16×16 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids led485

to energy, force and stress convergence of 0.1 meV, 10−5 eV/A and 0.1 kBar, respectively. Thorough486

structure optimizations were first performed on all systems in the static lattice approximation (no487

zero-point energy or thermal corrections). Accurate compression equations of state (EOS) for each488

system were obtained using the isochoric approach, in which the static-lattice energy is evaluated489

over a range of volumes (typically 20) surrounding the static-lattice minimum, including several490

expanded structures. At each volume the shape and internal atomic positions are fully optimized,491

yielding an energy-volume data set which was then fit to 2nd order Birch-Murnaghan (BM) form13,14
492
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to obtain the static-lattice ground state energy, volume, bulk modulus and bulk modulus derivative493

at P = 0. The magnetization of the system was also carefully analyzed at each volume to establish494

magnetic state, and identify magnetic phase changes.495

In fcc-FeHx, H is hosted in the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Different site occupancies for496

hydrogen were therefore investigated (Table S2). We also investigated different magnetic states497

(ferromagnetic (FM) and antifoerromagnetic (AM)) and extracted the corresponding magnetic498

moment (µ) for each magnetic phase. While a range of possibility exists for antiferromagnetic499

ordering, for the sake of simplicity, we consider alternating spin directions along the c axis of the500

fcc lattice. Such a setup breaks the cubic symmetry of fcc resulting in a deviation of the c axis and a501

bct structure. We also found the bct structure to be stable for some FM models, likely because of502

the tetrahedral occupancy for H atoms in these models. For a same composition, different hydrogen503

occupancies in octahedral and/or tetrahedral sites yield different minimum energies. Because the504

fitting for experimental data indicates that the c/a ratio should not exceed 1.013 (Table SS3), we505

therefore do not consider the calculated bct structures, for which c/a ≥ 1.03. We calculated the506

compression of these phases at 0 K and up to 190 GPa.507

Mass-radius calculations508

The mass-radius relations were calculated by the Burnman code15 with some optimization for509

improved convergence. We calculated mass-radius relations of FeHx for x = 1, 2, 3, and 5510

(corresponding to 1.8, 3.5, 5.1, and 8.3 wt% H, respectively), which can be viewed as hypothetical511

single phase (i.e., one layer) planets (the colored solid curves in Fig. 3). Mass-radius relations were512

also calculated for hypothetical two layer planets with the same bulk compositions but where the513

core is pure metallic Fe and is surrounded by a pure hydrogen envelope (the colored dashed curves514

in Fig. 3). The mass-radius relations were calculated without considering thermal effects. Indeed,515

temperatures are highly variable in exoplanets and, more importantly, temperature effects are lesser516

than pressure effects16.517

We used the EOSs of FeHx in fcc configuration obtained from our DFT calculations (Table S2).518
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We used EOS of the following models: FM FeHO, FM FeHOT
2 and FM FeH3. For FeH, we use the519

high pressure configuration with zero net magnetic moment which was the most stable form. In the520

case of FeH5, hydrogen atoms form inter-hydrogen bonding17, unlike the case of fcc-FeHx with521

x ≤ 3. For FeH5, we use the EOS from Pépin et al.17. The EOSs of pure metallic iron and MgSiO3522

bridgmanite were obtained from the SLB2011 parameter set by Stixrude et al.18. The EOSs of H2O523

ice and hydrogen we use are from Seager et al.16 and Loubeyre et al.19, respectively.524
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Supplementary InformationSM1

Thermal effects in DFT calculationsSM2

Our primary motivation for adopting generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in our Fe-H systemSM3

simulations is that the local density approximation (LDA) treatment of the reference elemental ironSM4

is well-known to predict the incorrect ground-state structure (fcc instead of bcc) and a correspondingSM5

vanishing magnetization1. Here we show that although systematic application of quasi-harmonicSM6

thermodynamic corrections (based on phonons) leads to the correct qualitative description ofSM7

iron’s ground state in the LDA, only the GGA gives predictions consistent with observed values.SM8

Accordingly we applied the same ab initio thermodynamics scheme to fcc-based FeH phases.SM9

Finite temperature thermodynamic corrections to the static-lattice equation of state (EOS) inSM10

Fe-H systems were obtained using phonon spectra generated by the Phonopy code2 in conjunctionSM11

with the density functional perturbation theory feature available in Vienna Ab initio SimulationSM12

Package (VASP). Static-lattice enthalpies were first obtained by direct optimization of volume at aSM13

series of fixed pressures. As an internal consistency check we verified that the pressure extractedSM14

from a Birch-Murnaghan (BM) fit to the resulting energy-volume data for each phase yielded valuesSM15

which differed from the input pressures by <0.2 GPa. Using the phonons calculated at the latterSM16

volumes by Phonopy we obtain a quasiharmonic approximation to the “constrained” HelmholtzSM17

energy as a function of temperature3. After testing a wide range of analytic representation we foundSM18

that the simple functional form Fth(V |T ) = A(T )+B(T )V+C(T )/V is remarkably accurate over wideSM19

range of strains and temperatures. The thermal EOS corresponding to the Gibbs Energy minimumSM20

volume at finite T and P was then obtained by combining the static-lattice enthalpies with Fth(V |T )SM21

and repeating the BM fitting as function of temperature. Beside the compression EOS at finiteSM22

temperatures, this procedure also yields the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), temperatureSM23

dependence of the bulk modulus and its derivative, and general thermodynamic quantities obtainableSM24

from derivatives of the free energy. The principal outcomes for elemental Fe are shown in Table SS4SM25

which shows that the thermally corrected LDA values yield a semi-qualitative description ofSM26

SM1



observed behavior, while the corresponding GGA values show excellent agreement with experimentSM27

and previous ab initio estimates4.SM28

We next applied the same thermodynamic correction prescription to the systems FM-FeHT
SM29

and FM-FeHO-LP. In the latter two systems all phonon frequencies throughout the Brillouin zoneSM30

were found to be real indicating dynamic stability. However, a number of imaginary branchesSM31

were found in the NM-FeHO-HP system precluding the calculation of thermal corrections. ThisSM32

suggests that the NM-FeHO-HP phase is would not be quenchable to ambient pressure, consistentSM33

with experimental observations. Table SS5 compares the static and 300 K-corrected EOS for bcc-Fe,SM34

FM-FeHT, and FM-FeHO-LP. The important conclusion from these simulations in the context ofSM35

the present study is that the inclusion of 300 K corrections essentially shift the reference bcc-FeSM36

and FM-FeHO-LP system volumes upward by ∼ 2% while softening the bulk moduli by ∼5–10%.SM37

However, in the case of the FM-FeHT we find a surprising and apparently anomalous behaviorSM38

associated with a stiffening of the lattice upon heating (∆B ≃ 14%), and a corresponding negativeSM39

thermal expansion (NTE) of appromimately −2.7%). This phenomenon can be traced to anomalousSM40

nearly-volume-independent branches associated with transverse acoustic modes involving protons.SM41

Similar behavior has recently been predicted in magnesium-nickel hydrides5. These trends areSM42

depicted graphically in Fig. SS2, which demonstrate that largest effect of the ab initio thermalSM43

corrections occurs near ambient pressure with volume corrections of ∼2%, and much smallerSM44

deviations at higher pressures.SM45
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 = 0.30 %

Fig. S1 | Rietveld refinement for fcc-FeNiHx at 77 GPa after temperature quench from 2718 K. The
fit was performed for a bct + fcc mixture with calculated unit-cell volumes of 24.034 Å3/Z and
46.188 Å3/Z, respectively, yield a residual Rwp = 0.30 %. Calculated peak positions for each phase
are shown by red (bct) and blue (fcc) ticks, respectively. We also show magnified angle ranges
emphasizing peak splitting caused by the presence of the two phases. X-ray diffraction wavelength
was 0.3344 Å.
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Fig. S2 | Effect of thermal corrections from 0 to 300 K on the static equations of state of bcc-Fe,
FM-FeHT and FM-FeHO-LP from DFT calculations.
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Tab. S1 | Pressure and volume data measured for Fe(Ni)Hx phases at 300 K during decompression.
Synthesis pressure–temperature conditions are given in the first column. For Fe-Ni-H synthesized at
77 GPa and 2720 K, we present two different fitting results (fcc and fcc + bct) for unit-cell volumes
at 70–77 GPa where we found peak splittings and broadenings. Uncertainties on the last digit(s) are
shown in parenthesis.

Volume (Å3)
Run Pressure (GPa)

dhcp fcc fcc + bct
FeNiHx 3(1) 53.99(2)
32 GPa 8(1) 52.33(16)
2500–2790 K 12(1) 51.34(5)

14(1) 50.86(3)
18(1) 50.3(7)
19(1) 49.91(6)
22(2) 49.32(3)
25(2) 48.83(3)
27(2) 48.4(5)
32(2) 47.39(5)

FeNiHx 4(1) 54.00(75) 53.09(73)
77 GPa 13(1) 49.59(32) 49.57(19)
1880–2720 K 18(1) 50.24(66) 48.47(20)

25(2) 50.08(81) 47.70(38)
30(2) 49.38(25) 51.00(4)
41(3) 49.22(1)
48(3) 48.39(2)
52(4) 47.98(3)
55(4) 47.65(1)
58(4) 47.29(1)
60(4) 47.05(2)
63(4) 46.77(1)
67(5) 46.50(1)
70(5) 46.79(6) 46.13(1) 47.05(8)
73(5) 47.69(4) 46.21(9) 47.17(5)
74(5) 47.80(12) 46.19(7) 47.79(3)
77(5) 48.10(34) 46.19(12) 48.07(4)

FeHx 26(2) 47.29(14) 47.36(9)
26 GPa
1170–2180 K
FeHx 26(2) 48.61(14) 47.53(9)
26 GPa
2600 K
FeHx 89(6) 45.75(1)
89 GPa
1611–2823 K
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Tab. S2 | Density-functional theory (DFT) results for Fe-H phases in fcc structures at 1 bar and 0 K.
Some configurations resulted in bct type distortions (c/a , 1). For bct, we include models with
c/a ≤ 1.1, based on our experimental observations. E0: energy; V0: unit-cell volume per Fe; K0: bulk
modulus; K′0: pressure derivative of bulk modulus; µ: magnetic moment; Comp: composition; FM:
ferromagnetic; AF: anti-ferromagmetic; LP: pressures below 34 GPa; HP: pressures above 34 GPa;
HO: H occupancy in the octahedral sites (4 sites per 4Fe); HT: H occupancy in the tetrahedral sites (8
sites per 4Fe); a: HT in super-tetrahedral motif, (1/4, 1/4, 1/4), (3/4, 3/4, 1/4), (1/4, 3/4, 3/4), and (3/4, 1/4, 3/4);
b: HO at the body center; c: HT at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and (1/4, 3/4, 1/4); d: HT at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and (3/4, 3/4, 3/4); e:
HT at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4), (1/4, 3/4, 1/4), (3/4, 1/4, 1/4), (3/4, 3/4, 1/4), (1/4, 1/4, 3/4), and (3/4, 3/4, 3/4).

Comp Model HO HT c/a E0 (eV/Z) V0 (Å3/Z) K0 (GPa) K′0 µB

Fe (fcc) FM −8.30885 10.644 172.4 6.91 1.02

FeH FM-T 0/4 4/8a −11.70512 14.697 169.2 3.57 2.16
FM-O-LP 4/4 0/8 −11.81695 13.375 173.5 4.40 2.10
NM-O-HP 4/4 0/8 −11.65965 12.181 286.2 4.02 0.00

AF-O 4/4 0/8 −11.67440 12.298 259.1 4.31 0.00

FeH1.25 FM-TO 1/4b 4/8a −12.38468 15.105 148.3 4.54 2.12

FeH1.5 FM-OT-A 4/4 2/8c 1.03 −13.22253 14.819 167.3 4.22 1.87
FM-OT-B 4/4 2/8d −13.30977 15.881 144.5 4.48 2.06

FM-T 0/4 6/8e −13.01773 14.708 174.4 4.24 1.87

FeH2 FM-T 0/4 8/8 −14.94413 16.807 160.9 4.23 1.77
AF-T 0/4 8/8 1.03 −14.70432 16.460 157.6 4.71 0.00

FM-OT 4/4 4/8a −14.32160 15.890 175.3 4.32 1.63

FeH3 FM 4/4 8/8 −16.67097 18.043 179.3 4.26 0.79
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Tab. S3 | Rietveld analysis results for the diffraction patterns above 66 GPa. V is the unit-cell volume; c/a is the axial ratio of bct converted
to a pseudo fcc cell ((c/a)fcc = (c/a)bct/

√
2); f is the phase fraction; Rwp is the fit residual.

bct + fcc fcc + fcc fcc
bct fcc fcc fcc

P (GPa) V (Å3) c/a f V (Å3) f Rwp V (Å3) f V (Å3) f Rwp V (Å3) Rwp

77(5) 48.068(42) 1.0129(4) 0.916(1) 46.188(122) 0.084 0.295 48.156(63) 0.918(20) 46.419(131) 0.082 0.705 48.070(17) 0.972
74(5) 47.794(30) 1.0121(3) 0.823(18) 46.185(67) 0.177 0.332 47.229(75) 0.669(5) 45.860(78) 0.331 0.744 45.805(51) 1.126
73(5) 47.174(48) 1.0126(7) 0.713(42) 46.213(89) 0.287 0.385 46.964(76) 0.567(20) 45.921(62) 0.433 0.604 45.135(41) 1.333
70(5) 47.046(82) 0.9932(18) 0.352(47) 46.125(14) 0.648 0.264 46.231(40) 0.251(95) 46.642(95) 0.749 0.414 46.319(13) 0.689
67(5) 46.544(1) 0.164(7) 46.650(60) 0.836 0.322 46.159(7) 0.372
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Tab. S4 | Summary of results for the fcc and bcc phases of Fe. Energies (E) and volumes (V)
are normalized to one Fe atom. Energy refers to either electronic energy (static) or Gibbs energy
(0–300 K). K is the bulk modulus and K′ its pressure derivative. µ is the magnetic moment. The
final 300 K corrected LDA and GGA values are in bold font.

E (eV) V (Å3) K (GPa) K′ µ

LDA (CA) static fcc −9.27578 9.65 341 4.70 0.00
bcc −9.17854 10.43 254 4.39 1.95

LDA (CA) 0 K fcc −9.25714 9.64 343 4.69 0.00
bcc −9.24214 10.48 250 4.41 1.96

LDA (CA) 300 K fcc −9.34615 9.69 335 4.71 0.00
bcc −9.42047 10.62 236 4.44 1.97

GGA (PBE) static bcc −8.45640 11.45 196 4.57 2.21
GGA (PBE) 300 K bcc −8.72064 11.69 176 4.32 2.23

Experiment bcc 11.70 164 5.29 2.20
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Tab. S5 | Summary of results for the fcc and bcc phases of Fe. Energies (E) and volumes (V)
are normalized to one Fe atom. Energy refers to either electronic energy (static) or Gibbs energy
(0–300 K). K is the bulk modulus and K′ is its pressure derivative.

E (eV) V (Å3) K (GPa) K′

bcc-Fe static −8.4564 11.45 196 4.57
bcc-Fe 300 K −8.7206 11.68 176 4.32
FM-FeHT static −11.7051 14.70 169 3.40
FM-FeHT 300 K −11.4352 14.31 192 3.57
FM-FeHO-LP static −11.8170 13.38 174 4.40
FM-FeHO-LP 300 K −12.0561 13.64 165 3.01
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Figures

Figure 1

X-ray diffraction for fcc-FeHx and fcc-FeNiHx. (A) Patterns measured during heating: bottom for the
stability of tet-FeNiH2 and fcc-FeNiHx (red ticks) at 77 GPa and 1881±150 K; middle for the full
conversion from tet-FeNiH2 (tetragonal, I4=mmm, phase) to fcc-FeNiHx at 77 GPa and 2718±150 K; and
top for stability of tet-FeH2 (black ticks) at 89 GPa and 2692±150 K. (B) Patterns measured at high
pressures and 300 K. The d-spacings of the fcc-FeNiHx peak anomalously decreases from 77 GPa to 67
GPa, followed by a “normal” gradual increase in d-spacing from 67 to 30 GPa and an abrupt shift to a
lower d-spacing at 30 GPa. The d-spacings of the fcc-FeNiHx experiences an abrupt shift to a lower d-
spacing at 25–30 GPa. Below 25 GPa, the peak shifts show expected behavior until the phase converts to
bcc-Fe by H loss upon quenching to 1 bar. The inset shows shifts of the 111fcc and 101bct peaks. X-ray
diffraction wavelength was 0.3344 Å.



Figure 2

Estimate of H contents in the synthesized fcc phases. Squares represent fcc-FeHx phases and circles
represent fcc-FeNiHx phases. The red and white colors represent fcc and dhcp phases from this study,
respectively, and the colored curves are obtained from our DFT calculations. (A) Unit-cell volume
comparison. The inset shows the unit-cell volumes measured above 70 GPa where peak broadening
observed for fcc-FeNiHx can be explained by the two phase model: bct (solid red) + fcc (open red) (see
text for details). (B) Unit-cell volume expansion by hydrogen incorporation. We also include data points
for FeHx from previous studies6,10,12. The right panel shows the crystal structures of FeHO and FeHT2 .
The red spheres in FeHT2 highlight the arrangement of H atoms in a tetrahedral motif which is
considered for partial occupancy of H atoms in FeHT.



Figure 3

Mass-radius relations of hydrogen-storing metal iron cores (the dark colored curves with varying amount
of H in wt%). The light colored curves are the mass-radius relations of pure metallic iron with a separate
outer envelope of hydrogen for the same amounts of H. The vertical arrows show the radius decrease by
storing H in the core for the same bulk compositions (green, teal, light blue, and blue for H/Fe = 1, 2, 3,
and 5, respectively). For comparison, the mass-radius relations for metallic iron (Fe), bridgmanite
(MgSiO3), ice (H2O), and hydrogen (H) are shown. They are calculated for 300 K. The plot includes the
mass and radius of some exoplanets. The gray circles are for exoplanets from NASA exoplanet archive
with uncertainties less than 20%.


